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“The LionHeart Challenge is just the kind of Programme which my Report for the Government saw as central
to the future development of Enterprise Capability, in Schools and Colleges in the United Kingdom...”
Sir Howard Davies MBE, Director of the London School of Economics and Political Science

Further information on any of our Programmes can be obtained from FLA Head Office info@fla.uk.com www.fla.uk.com

Our Business Is: Making Young Business People
The LionHeart Challenge: Continuum Programme
its Ten Year Anniversary with a ‘live-in-action’ Challenge by the first ever
BraveHeart Champion School St. Ninian's High School, East
Renfrewshire, at The Palace of Art in Glasgow, as always mentored by
our highly skilled Businesspeople: a vital component of The
BraveHeart and LionHeart concept! Witnessed by Directors’ and
Councillors’ of Education coming from as far away as the Shetland Isles,
and presided over by the Deputy First Minister for Scotland Nicola
Sturgeon MSP, this truly was a Showcase of the Talent and
Entrepreneurship within the Youth of today! This also laid the roots for
BraveHeart to return Nationally, with school participation spreading from
the capital Edinburgh to Glasgow, with interest spreading to as far away
as the Northern Isles!

“What a year we have had at LionHeart HQ in 2009/10! Not only has
it been LionHeart’s busiest year to date thanks to our continuing
and expanding provision of our Entire Continuum from Feeder
Primary through to Post-16 Level, but it has also been a year of
many exciting and new developments: and not only for LionHeart,
but also for its sister Programme The BraveHeart Challenge!
During the last few years, we have been privileged to have had the
opportunity to work with over 130,000 talented and creative Young
People who’ve taken part in The LionHeart Challenge Continuum
Programme within Schools up and down the country, in what has been
an exciting action-packed agenda of continuous expansion and
development for LionHeart!

Thus we are delighted to impact upon more and more Young Peoples’
“learning lives” in a truly Nationwide setting, allowing for our ethos of
total inclusion to be realised to the full - we believe that LionHeart is not
simply an Enterprise Programme, but that the LionHeart experience
arms Young People with greater self confidence, higher aspirations
and invaluable ‘Skills For Life’ achieved through a process of Learning
about Work, through Work, for Work!

This time last year, our Mini and Macro Programmes were taking root
within Merseyside and the West Midlands respectively, and now, a year
on, the adoption and selection of these programmes has been
phenomenal, cementing their position within the Progressionary
LionHeart Continuum Pathway! With our Academic Involvement as high
as ever, we are also in full planning mode for the final milestone in the
Pathway: The Alumni LionHeart! Our continued alliance with many of
the country’s top Universities, including Leeds Metropolitan University,
Liverpool Hope University, Edge Hill University and The University of
Strathclyde, as well as from many others this year, makes this one of our
most exciting and promising developments for the future!

Finally, as always, we wish to thank all the Schools, Teachers,
Businesspeople and of course our VIPs the Pupils themselves we have
had the privilege to work with this year, and as we cast our eyes
towards 2010/11 with great optimism and excitement – we say as
always ‘Carpe Diem’!”

We are truly ecstatic that the essence of the Continuum - to allow for
whole student cohorts to have the opportunity to undertake the
challenge at all stages of the school cycle and beyond - has come
alive! It’s great to see more and more schools accessing the Continuum
from an early age and seeing it all the way through from a Foundational
to Post 16 level!

Clare McDonald
MANAGING DIRECTOR
THE LIONHEART CHALLENGE:
Continuum Programme
Our Business Is: Making Young Business People

And that’s not all, 2010 shall be a momentous year for LionHeart as we
continue in our advances towards full accreditation (please find more
information on this on page 22) as well as the undertaking of our first
ever LionHeart Area Heat, which will comprise of Sunderland's 17
Secondary Schools, as the area strives to embed an ethos of
Entrepreneurship, placing it right to the forefront of the Young People
who will one day be the major players in Sunderland's economic future.

The Essence of ‘The LionHeart Challenge’ is to take the
achievement of the Individual Student, and translate that into
a work environment, where Teamwork prevails.
The clear focus of Field Lockhart Associates is a sincere commitment, vision and
proactive contribution within the Youth Enterprise Arena, in developing Innovative
Entrepreneurial Programmes for Young People profiled at national level via Enterprise
Insight UK and The National Learning & Skills Council of England. The company designs,
develops and delivers a range of progressive, customised enterprise programmes
including one of its core initiatives namely The LionHeart Challenge Continuum
Programme, which was commissioned by the LSC to run as a National Pilot Programme
for Schools across the 9 Regions of England. The Programme received acclaim from
Schools throughout the country with National LSC designating The LionHeart Challenge
as ‘Flagship Programme’ for the 1st-ever Enterprise Week’ announced by Gordon
Brown then Chancellor of The Exchequer. The LionHeart Challenge has also been
strongly endorsed by Sir Howard Davies MBE, Director of the London School of
Economics and Political Science. In recent years, LionHeart has now been delivered to
over 130,000 Pupils in Schools up and down the country and via a steadfast
commitment to quality, track record and delivery, has become well known in the sector,
developing extensive networking contacts within Schools, Government, Commerce,
Academia and Industry.

There are also some changes in store at this year’s Core LionHeart
Challenge National Finals: after a wonderful past two years in the
glorious St George’s Hall in Liverpool, we are delighted to announce that
we shall transverse from the West to the East of the country, to host our
2010 National Finals at the magnificent Castle Howard in York. Built in the
18th century and set within 1,000 acres of breathtaking landscape, it
epitomizes the aspirational aspect of the Challenge, the achievement of
all the Regional Finalist teams while also baiting the Regional Heats to
be as competitive and compelling as ever as all teams strive to seal
their place at the National Finals!
And this year it wasn’t only England who was getting in on the Action!
BraveHeart returned to Scottish shores in 2009/10 formally celebrating

Westminster Palace, London
Host Venue:
The LionHeart Challenge
National Finals 2004

St George’s Hall, Liverpool
Host Venue:
The LionHeart Challenge
National Finals 2008 & 2009
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Castle Howard, Yorkshire
Host Venue:
The LionHeart Challenge
National Finals 2010
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More and more, ‘Progression’ is becoming the by-word, for Schools
as they seek to establish, nurture, embed and re-affirm enterprise at
different ages and stages across the curriculum. The LionHeart
Challenge Continuum Programme offers Schools a progressive

STUDENT

POST 16: YEARS 12 & 13

enterprise delivery mechanism, and we are seeing many of the
Schools who started the Programme at Key Stage 4’s ‘Core’
LionHeart Challenge extend the experience to other Year Groups
along the Continuum spectrum.
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was due to The Challenge’s way of allowing me to put into practice the skills and
concepts I was learning such as marketing of a product and production of a cash flow
forecast. This financial insight, also aids me in ability to act as Treasurer for my College’s
Student Union - I am in charge of money on a daily basis, ensuring that it is spent well.

Please meet Hannah, a former LionHeart Student, and valued team
member of the 2008 National Champion Team from Regents Park High
School in Southampton. Throughout the Prospectus Hannah will be
discussing her feedback from all the stages of The LionHeart Challenge
Continuum Programme, to provide a Student’s perspective!

In addition to college, I also have a part time job at a bakery. The Challenge has helped
me with this job as it involves the use of teamwork, cooperation and initiative. I am also
going to Tanzania this summer as part of a humanitarian project, where I will be involved
in building a school. I had to fundraise the money for this trip myself, and I found in
doing this that many of the marketing techniques that I had learnt from partaking in The
Challenge were invaluable to me when promoting the different fundraising events
required.

Since taking part in The LionHeart Challenge, I am now at College, to bridge the
transition between School and University at which I hope to study medicine. The
Challenge itself has helped me, as I feel it helped me in my understanding and learning
during my GCSE’s, particularly in helping me get an A* in Business Studies and ICT. This
Front Cover Photograph: Castle Howard © Mike Kipling
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LionHeart USPs: Why do Schools Choose Us?
A Continuum of Learning
- An Aspirational Structure

Making Young Business People
Coaching on the Core Elements
of Business. LionHeart coaches on
the development of not only
Technical Business Concepts and
Understanding of Analytical Tools,
but also nurtures within the
participating students Core Skills
such as Work Related and
Enterprise Skills which are so vital
when making that transition from
Pupils Brainstorming their Ideas in a Team, where Education to Work and beyond.
conflict resolution management, communication Thus the pupils work on their CORE
and decision making are all tested!
ENTERPRISE SKILLS such as:
Personal Skill Identification; Team Working; Creative Brainstorming; Initiative;
Decision Making; Personal Effectiveness and Total Commitment to the Task;
Conflict
Resolution
Management;
Formal
Presentation Techniques;
Deadline-Management through undertaking the KEY TECHNICAL BUSINESS
DICIPLINES of: Marketing, Idea Generation, Technical Design, Process
Engineering, ICT, HR-Management and Business Finance & Analysis.

THE LIONHEART CONTINUUM PROGRAMME

MINI

LIONHEART
CHALLENGE

MICRO

LIONHEART
CHALLENGE

CORE

LIONHEART
CHALLENGE

MACRO

LIONHEART
CHALLENGE

ALUMNI

LIONHEART
CHALLENGE

IN SCHOOL CHALLENGE
AREA HEATS
REGIONAL FINAL
NATIONAL FINAL

The LionHeart Challenge Continuum Programme offers Schools a
Progressive Enterprise delivery mechanism encompassing Entire Year Group
Cohorts, from Feeder Primary age to Graduate Level.

In-house Trained Business Coaches

While undertaking The LionHeart Challenge Students are asked to analyse where they feel their differentiators lie…what are their ‘Unique Selling Points’?
Here’s what we ourselves have been told our USPs are by Schools, Teachers and and Pupils to whom we deliver the Programme:

Fit with Policy Objectives

Assessment - Evaluation - Monitoring

The LionHeart Challenge Continuum Programme has been shown to provide
a complementary fit to the strategic aims of the key Government Agendas
for Enterprise Education and Skills for Life.

Assessment, Evaluation and Monitoring are an integral feature of LionHeart.
Independent Evaluation is undertaken by every single one of our clients as
well as by all Key Industry Players and Business and Academic Professionals
who work alongside us. This Evaluation Process is not a sample, it is a
comprehensive survey: designed to ensure unbiased and up-to-date
feedback on their Experiences of The LionHeart Challenge.

LionHeart
Fit with
National
Curriculum:
Skills
Agenda

LionHeart Fit
with Ofsted
Requirements
for WRL and
for Enterprise
in Education.

LionHeart
Fit with
National
Curriculum:
PSHE/QCA
Agendas

LionHeart Fit
with Economic
and Financial
Capability as
well as with
Business and
Economic
Understanding

These Evaluations are completed by:
• All Pupils undertaking The LionHeart Challenge, allowing for the end user
to provide their feedback as well as allowing for the pupils to self-evaluate
• All Schools participating in The LionHeart Challenge to provide a teacher’s
perspective on the Value of the Day to them and their Pupils’
• All Business People who partake as Industry Experts or Judges to
ascertain how The LionHeart Challenge is impacting the Pupils, and to assess
how LionHeart is helping to cultivate the Key Industry Players of tomorrow
• Industry Judging Criteria - The criteria used by the Judges in their
assessment of the teams provides a method of Real Time Evaluation of the
the Key Target Outputs produced by the Teams as the Challenge progresses.
It allows for a framework of assessment to exist during each Challenge.

Teachers Appraisal of LionHeart’s Fit with Key Government Strategies:
During the Evaluation Process, we asked EVERY Teacher that participated in
The LionHeart Challenge in the 2008/09 Academic Year whether they felt, in
their view, that The LionHeart Challenge Continuum Programme addressed
the current EDUCATION & KEY CURRICULAR AGENDAs, and their response
couldn’t have been any more affirmative with 100% answering ‘Yes’.

Leading Technologies

This is a highly skilled and dedicated Businessperson who, whilst helping
pupils to get to grips with Key Concepts such as Product, Finance,
Production, Marketing, Management Structures and Background Research,
successfully bridges the gap between the School domain and the
Businessworld. The Businesspeople who undertake this role on behalf of
The LionHeart Challenge are not ‘Business Volunteers’, but form a part of a
cohesive Team of highly trained In-House Industry Specialists, who are
professionally trained by The LionHeart Management Team, so that their
dedicated focus is to bond with the Young People, inspire and drive them and
who in so doing, successfully create a well managed, highly charged
environment conducive to Top Quality Enterprise Learning for School Pupils
of all different ages, backgrounds and perceived abilities.

In your View, overall, Do you feel that
The LionHeart Challenge Continuum
Programme addresses the current
EDUCATION & KEY CURRICULAR
AGENDAs? YES = 100% NO = 0%
MISSED OUT = 0%

“As a Business Coach, you are sharing your own real
experiences of the Business World with the Pupils you
are working with, and this truly helps to bring alive the
demanding materials and business concepts which they
undertake as part of The LionHeart Challenge experience”.
Casita Sumner,
LionHeart Business Coach: Director, Positive Links

Pupils at LionHeart have access to a wealth of Commercial and Industry
Expertise and Databases to undertake real time research, including access to
Key Note Ltd as well as leading edge Cinema 4D Software technology
provided by MAXON Computer Ltd, allowing Pupils to truly capitalise upon
the most leading edge and current Technologies and Scientific Advances
when creating their Product through Blue Sky thinking.

Business Experts

Programme Track Record

LionHeart involves the direct input of an array of Leading Business and
Academic Professionals working hands on with pupils as Expert Advisors and
Judges, thus providing the students with direct feedback from the Leading
Drivers of Industry. These include:

LionHeart is a Nationwide Programme providing a highly endorsed, fully
integrated package, to deliver effective enterprise learning to entire Year
Cohorts of Pupils. "Over 130,000 pupils have taken part in the Programme
NATIONWIDE"

Materials and Resources

Real Time Business
Scenarios and Sectorial Themes

SCOTLAND

As part of The LionHeart Experience, Student tackle Cutting Edge; Highly
Technical Economic Themes of National Importance in a Real-Time
situation. This means that the Students have to, as a Team, build theme
related Product, offering a solution to the issue at hand, while ensuring it is
supported by a realistic and detailed Financial and Marketing Plan. Themes
include:

Pupils work from A3
pre-printed Team Pads
together while
recording their findings
and results onto their
own Individual Master
Plan Booklet.

Today You and Your Team are Challenged to Conceptualise, Design
and Create a Product, Device or Service that will aid in the
development of New Medias of the Future; Crime Prevention; The
Environment; a Healthy Lifestyle; Road Safety; Anti- Terrorism

The LionHeart Challenge, through its use of detailed and structured
Materials, provides presentation, mentoring & practical application of a
wide range of business and analytical tools and techniques including
Teambuilding, Idea Generation, Skills Analysis and Financial Awareness
Formats & Techniques. The Materials support the Students throughout the
day by providing a well laid out and structured approach to The Challenge.
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NORTHERN IRELAND

WALES

EIRE

ENGLAND
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THE MINI LIONHEART CHALLENGE
‘A Custom Designed Secondary School
‘Enterprise Outreach Programme’
for Recruitment of Feeder Primary Schools and Pupils

“The Gryphon
School has been involved
with The LionHeart Challenge
for the past 4 years during which
they have provided a wealth of
Enterprise Education to our Year 10
students. These activities are
professionally implemented, engaging and
challenging for the students who all want
to win to enable them go on to compete
at Regional levels”
Hayley Andrews
Teacher of Business
The Gryphon School
Sherbourne, Dorset
South West

“Due to this being
such a fantastic
experience, we embarked on
the Mini LionHeart Challenge for
our feeder primary schools which was
incredibly well organised and run, giving
an exceptional transition activity as well
as embedding enterprise for the
students from the beginning of their
secondary school careers”
Hayley Andrews
Teacher of Business
The Gryphon School
Sherbourne, Dorset
South West

The importance of nurturing and promoting an enterprise culture in Pupils of
all ages, including at Primary School level has been a rising priority for the
Government in recent times. The Mini LionHeart Challenge is designed for
Key Stage 2 pupils, and it is delivered by our Professional Business Coaches
in a creative and meaningful format, to allow a Secondary School to recruit
and reach out to its own local Feeder Primary Schools to embrace them in
sharing their philosophy and experience of Enterprise Education.
It is an inclusive Programme specifically designed for Secondary Schools
with a strong enterprise ethos, who wish to share and nurture their
commitment to enterprise with their Feeder Primary Schools, engaging
them in hands-on, high quality ‘Enterprise’ hosted by the Secondary School,
into which those Pupils will enter in due course.
The day involves the pupils working in Non-Friendship Groups to undertake
an extensive range of enterprise activities at high pace while cultivating
acquaintances with fellow pupils who shall be joining them in the near future
at the host Secondary School, culminating in all participating Teams
delivering Final Presentations before an eminent Panel of Judges.
Mini LionHeart ‘Key Learning Activities’:
• Building A Team
• Brainstorming Ideas
• Developing an Understanding of Key Business Tools i.e. SWOT Analysis
which allows for Identification of the Pros & Cons of The Idea
• Understanding of Financial Analysis including Profit & Loss Accounts
and Costing a Product
• The 4 Ps of Marketing: Product/Price/Promotion/Place
• Production of Working Model/Prototype.
INTRODUCTION OF THE MINI LIONHEART CHALLENGE:

SACRED HEART CATHOLIC COLLEGE
“I am really excited
at the thought of Cowley
Language College taking part in
The Mini LionHeart Challenge for
our Year 5 feeder primary schools and
am looking forward to providing an
unforgettable Enterprise experience of the
world of business, embedding Enterprise
into the curriculum from an early age to
equip students with the necessary
employability skills, motivation and
self-confidence they require to achieve
economic wellbeing”
Julie Wright, WRL Manager,
Cowley Language College,
St Helens, Merseyside,
North West

In 2009 The Mini LionHeart Challenge was launched within Sacred Heart Catholic
College in Merseyside, whose School Main Hall was the ‘Host Venue’ for the
Programme, and where entire classes of Year 6 Pupils from each of the Feeder
Primary Schools worked in Teams on the day.

Mini Evaluation Examples

“Sacred Heart has a very strong ethos of Enterprise Education within the School, and
each year we involve all our Year 10s in The LionHeart Continuum Programme.
We’ve always enjoyed working with our Feeder Primaries, and The
Mini LionHeart Challenge went brilliantly, enabling us to provide the
primary children with a new and thrilling experience of Business! The
LionHeart Challenge is one of those magical moments of ‘academic
teamwork’ being the norm and our Pupils not only benefit in a very
practical business sense from the "Challenge" experience, but they
also enjoy it enormously!"
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THE MICRO LIONHEART CHALLENGE
‘A Kick-start To Enterprise’
Custom Designed For Students At Key Stage 3

“Whalley Range
regularly take part in The
Core LionHeart Challenge, which
provides a fantastic experience to
the students prompting us to try also
The Micro LionHeart Challenge - we were
not disappointed: our students have
gained in confidence and acquired skills
that will equip them well in the future. The
LionHeart Programmes are always well
delivered with support from an excellent
team. We have found LionHeart to be the
most impressive provider that we use”
Greg Barnes, Deputy Headteacher,
Whalley Range 11-18 High School,
Manchester,
North West Region

“This was yet
again an excellent event.
The Business Coaches were
fantastic and kept everything
running well and students on
task. A pleasure to have LionHeart
in the school, I keep telling people
how great you are!”

The Micro LionHeart Challenge is custom designed for Key Stage 3 Pupils, who
are guided by our Professional Business Coaches, through a highly charged and
engaging Business Challenge which has been designed to allow for staged
learning continuation from The Mini LionHeart Challenge or act as a springboard
or launch pad into Enterprise Education prior to Key Stage 4.
The Micro LionHeart Challenge is an inclusive Programme for Key Stage 3. As
with the main Key Stage 4 Continuum LionHeart Challenge all Pupils receive
direct, intensive business input and encouragement from our LionHeart
Business Coaches while they undertake a hands-on, highly interactive and
creative Business Challenge which provides each Student with evidence of their
enterprise learning experience, via compilation of their own personal ‘Student
StoryBoard Diary’ embracing a wide spectrum of Key Business Disciplines and
Formats to achieve a series of ‘Real Target Outcomes’ which accumulate to
form their Business Proposal. This Business Plan is the basis for their Team
Creative Presentations, which the pupils exposé to a panel of Judges.
Micro LionHeart ‘Real Target Outcomes’:
• Team Skills Identification & Development
• Brainstorming & Evaluating Ideas
• Tackling of Analytical Business Tools such as SWOT Analysis
• Discussion and Selection of Product & Service Unique Selling Points
• Construction of Key Financial Formats including Profit & Loss accounts and
Costing Your Product.
• Presentation of their Full Storyboard Diary to a Panel of Judges and their
Peers.

Angela Beatty,
Assistant Head Teacher,
Whitefield School, Barnet,
North London

THE MICRO LIONHEART CHALLENGE:

GREIG CITY ACADEMY
HARINGEY, LONDON, YEAR 8

“Teamwork was
excellent and Students
responded well to the
LionHeart Business Coaches.
All final presentations were
excellent: a most enjoyable day.”

“The Micro LionHeart Challenge was an inspirational enterprise experience for all of our
Key Stage 3 Pupils in both Years 7 and 8. Working ‘hands-on’ with the Business Coaches,
the Pupils were astonished to see the array of talents that each person could bring to the
Team, and also the standard of ‘Target Business Outcomes’ their Team’s hard work and
dedication produced.

Micro Evaluation Examples

In summary, Micro LionHeart provided a very practical and enriching ‘enterprise
progression route’ for our Key Stage 3 Pupils and one which will greatly advance their
attitude and approach to enterprise, as they move
towards KS4 and beyond”.

Gillian Leigh,
All Saints Catholic High School,
Kirkby, Merseyside,
North West
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Mrs. Maureen Arhagba, Head of Faculty,
Business, Social & Vocational Education,
Greig City Academy, Haringey, North London
LionHeart Materials (Page 8: Finances)
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The Core LionHeart Continuum Challenge Programme:
Core

‘In-School Enterprise Challenge’: Inclusive Enterprise for Key Stage 4
Students, designed and delivered for Entire Year Group Cohorts.

"Another
outstanding day with
fantastic energy and vibrancy
shown amongst the teams. The
Challenge has been greatly valued
by pupils and participating staff. The
atmosphere in the hall was amazing I have not seen this level of
enthusiasm amongst Year 10 pupils
sustained for such a long period of
time - in the whole of my teaching
career - 25 years!"
David Milne, Assistant Head
Teacher, Salendine Nook High
School , Huddersfield,
Yorkshire

KEY STAGE 3: YEARS 7 & 8

Core

Core

Example:
Virtual Prototype
Theme:
Fire Safety
School:
Okehampton College
Concept: The product is a chip pan which will
automatically go onto standby for a certain
amount of time. Once this happens a protective
film is released which prevents any oxygen
entering and therefore no fires can occur.

• Analysis and identification of Key Skills and Talents within the individual Pupils forming
the Team, followed by Allocation of Specific Tasks among the Team
• Brainstorming of a Viable Commercial Concept for a Product/Business Idea based on
the Challenge Theme (the Theme will have national economic significance, and be kept
‘under wraps’ until the day);
• Team Analysis, Evaluation and Assessment of All Team Target Outputs and Ideas
• Focuses on Customer Profile, Product USPs, Route to Market and an additional Series
of Key Marketing Concepts to assist in compilation of a Marketing Plan in support of the
Team’s Business Proposal
• Focus on Key Financial Concepts i.e. Pricing Structure, Profit and Loss Account,
Break-Even, Balance Sheet & Budget to compile a Financial Plan in support of the
Team’s Business Proposal
• Production of a Virtual ICT Product Mock-up Prototype which represents The Team’s
Product Concept
• Collation of the above into Team’s Master Plan which they will formally Present to an
Eminent Business Judging Panel

As I was studying in my GCSE Business Studies at the time of The LionHeart In-School
Challenge, one of the best and most valuable things for me was that it was able to let me
see the practical side and use of all these Business Tools I was learning about in the
classroom…something useful when sitting my final exams!

NATIONAL FINAL

Enterprise Achievement for Key Stage 4 Students;
Progression of the Aspirational Pathway

Core

Pupils at The LionHeart Challenge Regional Finals also gain access to state of
the art ICT, allowing them to present in conjunction with Powerpoint software,
and to undertake real time research including the use of ‘Key Note Commercial
and Industry Databases’ and ‘leading edge Cinema 4D Software technology’
provided by MAXON Computer Ltd.
As with the In-School Challenge, each School Team has their own dedicated
LionHeart Business Coach, whose key role will be to convince the Team that
they can win the challenge and offer unstinting, enthusiastic, dedicated
encouragement, support, advice and assistance to them as they undertake The
Challenge. In addition to their Team Facilitator, The Teams also have access
to a Panel of ‘Expert Help Advisors’ in:

FINANCE

MARKETING

DESIGN

LionHeart Materials (Page 17: Finances)

CHALLENGE THEME

- all of the Expert Help Advisors are real life practitioners and specialists from
the Business World!
Example:
Virtual Prototype
Theme:
Anti-Terrorism
School:
Oldbury College of Sport
Concept:
DTP – Doorway Terrorism Prevention. A product
which is unique and cheap- it uses completely
new fibre-optic technology to stay one step
ahead of terrorism.

Evaluation Examples

Team Virtual Cinema 4D Prototypes

Helping us was our LionHeart Business Coach, who was really helpful,
and gave us lots of good advice…he gave us feedback on our preliminary ideas and told us
extra information about the market we were trying to target so we could make our product
even better, and also market and price it at the most appropriate level!”
Pupils utilise the Analytical Tool ‘The
Needs Wheel’ to discover where
the strengths and weaknesses in
their product lie

REGIONAL FINAL

The School Teams are challenged to produce a detailed ‘Master Plan’ and
Business Proposal during the Regional Final Challenge, along with a Virtual
Product Prototype, all of which are assessed by and presented to a Panel of
Regional Judges comprising of Business Professionals from a broad spectrum
of Industry and Commerce.

The Core LionHeart Challenge Continuum Programme takes the format of a
live ‘hands-on’ competitive, and progressive Entrepreneurial Experience
involving School Teams of Pupils aged 14-15 years, who undertake a unique,
demanding and high impact Business Challenge – which inspires them to
stretch their abilities to the limit. It is widely regarded as highly differentiated
through its adherence to the use of high level business tools, techniques and
materials and delivered through the hands-on participation of leading Business
Professionals as Team Facilitators, Expert Help Advisors and Judges, whose
input guarantees a top quality delivery and experience for School Pupils.
Furthermore, the ethos of the Programme is that of ‘total inclusion’ i.e. the
opportunity to participate is extended to reach entire Year Group Cohorts of
Pupils regardless of background and perceived ability.

The In-School LionHeart Challenge was a really good day where I
was able to work with people that I wouldn’t normally work with. The
other great thing about the Challenge was that it got more and more
competitive as it progressed: we all wanted to win!

AREA HEATS

STUDENT

POST 16: YEARS 12 & 13

At The LionHeart Challenge Regional Finals, each Winning Team from the
In-School Challenges from their corresponding region, come together at a
Prestigious and High Profile Venue to compete against each other in an
exciting, dynamic and highly competitive day!

The essence of ‘The Challenge’ is that within 1 Working Day, each Team of 10
Non-Friendship Group Pupils must undertake and deliver the following Target
Outcomes:

LionHeart Materials (page 11: Finances)

KEY STAGE 4: YEARS 9, 10 & 11

The LionHeart Challenge 9 Regional Finals

The LionHeart Challenge is a Nationwide Enterprise Programme, acclaimed by
Sir Howard Davies MBE (Director of The London School of Economics & Political
Science) and was chosen as a National Flagship by the National Learning & Skills
Council for England. During the last few years the Programme has been
delivered to over 130,000 Pupils up and down the 9 regions of the country.

Hannah’s Story...

Alumni

The pupils work on their Financial Plan,
including consideration of Pricing
Models, Break Even Analysis &
Financial Reporting

Therefore, The LionHeart Regional Finals truly are a wonderful and unique
opportunity for the Pupils to work with the Financiers, Marketers, Designers
and Business Professionals of today, and for Business Professionals to work
with the aspiring Entrepreneurs of tomorrow!

Final Team Presentations:
Teams must convince the 200 Strong
Audience and Judging Panel, that their
Business is a ‘Worthy Winner’

The Value of the Leading Industry Players and their Contribution to LionHeart Students
Leading Professionals, Academics and Industrialists throughout the country
from many, many differing organizations (global and local), contribute by giving
their time, expertise and resources to aid in enhancing the LionHeart Pupils’
Business Experience. Through this they are able to contribute towards the
Student’s lives in an extremely positive way, helping to instill within them a
wealth of Business Background and Knowledge while, at the same time,
boosting their own personal Continual Professional Development (CPD) profile.
In addition, their involvement actively contributes towards their Company’s
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in a way that is strategically in line with
their individual Company Business Models.

BUSINESS
PROFESSIONAL
CPD

COMPANY
Strategic CSR

STUDENT

Indepth
Business Support

‘The Prestigious Venues lying in wait at the Regional Finals: Welcoming in the In-School Champion Teams’
North East & Yorkshire

North West

Event: North East & Yorkshire Regional Final
Date:
Tuesday 29th June 2010
Venue:
Leeds Metropolitan University

Event:
Date:
Venue:

London, Eastern & South East

Midlands & South West

Event:
Date:
Venue:

Event:
Date:
Venue:

1st Ever LionHeart Challenge: AREA HEAT For All 17 Sunderland Secondary Schools:
Inclusive Enterprise for ALL Sunderland Pupils: Designed to Stimulate and Nurture a Wealth of Local Entrepreneurialism for Sunderland

Allyson Towers, Director of
Specialism, Thornhill School,
Business and Enterprise College

In Sunderland, we are totally committed to the vision of stimulating interest and understanding
of entrepreneurship amongst our School and College Students, and to make this a reality for the
City, we are putting in place an exciting and dynamic series of high quality, practical, hands-on
carefully planned initiatives which we believe will empower our Young People to develop the
skills, determination and self-confidence to become the Entrepreneurs of the Future!
As part of the drive to turn this vision into a practical reality, we are delighted that Year 10 Pupils
from all 17 Secondary Schools in Sunderland will have the opportunity during the 2010/11
Academic Year to participate ‘hands-on’ in The LionHeart Challenge Continuum Programme,
which will give them an exciting, authentic and high level insight into what it really means to
start and run their very own Business!

North
East

Sunderland’s
17 Secondary
Schools

North
West
Yorkshire

North West Regional Final
Friday 2nd July 2010
Devonshire House Hotel

For more information on the Rationale Adopted by Sunderland for igniting the spirit of Entrepreneurship with every Secondary School in the Area, please see Page 22.
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London & Inter-Regional Final
Monday 5th July 2010
The Emirates Stadium

Midlands & South West Final
Tuesday 6th July 2010
The Ricoh Arena

Welcome to...

The LionHeart Challenge

National Finals 2010

'A National Showcase of Youth Entrepreneurship'
Castle Howard, York, July 2010
The Magnificent Castle Howard nestles
within the Howardian Hills of the North
Yorkshire Countryside, between Malton
and Thirsk. Built for the 3rd Earl of Carlisle,
Castle Howard is a grand 18th-century

residence set within 1,000 acres of
breathtaking landscape, designed by Sir
John Vanbrugh whos other works include
Oxford’s Bleinheim Palace and Argyll’s
Inveraray Castle.

Castle Howard, Yorkshire
Evening Venue:
The LionHeart Challenge
National Finals 2010

Hannah’s Story...

Daytime Venue: The Royal York Hotel
...is set within acres of beautiful landscaped
gardens, enjoying splendid views of the
historic city of York itself, and York Minster.
Castle Howard Photograph © Mike Kipling

As winners from our In-School Challenge, our team competed at the South East
Regional Heats. For this we travelled up to Liverpool, which was exciting enough
in itself, but when we arrived at the Venue it was incredible as we all felt like
proper business people especially as we got to meet with many Real Life
Business Experts. I couldn’t believe it when we got through to the National
Finals: to go to St George’s Hall in our dresses was an amazing experience. It
was nice to have fun with all the people we met from our the other schools at the
Celebration Black-Tie Banquet as everyone had been so focused on the
competition during the day! We all felt extremely nervous when we saw all of
the presentations as this was everyone’s first chance to properly scope out the
main rivals and their Products and Business Models. When it came to
announcing the winners, I thought we had no chance, especially as we were just
a normal state school. So, when it was announced that we had won, we were
totally shocked! We all went up on stage to collect our trophy, a perfect end to
all the hard work!

THE CHARTERED INSTITUTE OF MARKETING

THE CHARTERED INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANTS

Kajen Kanagasabai
Business Consultant
LightHouse
Business Solutions

Mike Bostock
Finance
Business Partner,
CIMA

Gary Dowson
Chartered
Management
Accountant, CIMA

Simon Collins
Finance
Business Partner
CIMA

Chris Tanner
Finance
Business Partner
CIMA

Malcolm Howard
Lecturer, University
of Surrey

Evan Williams
Commercial Finance
Manager, British
Telecom PLC

Michael Sheppard
Finance Graduate,
Network
Rail

Joshua Simms
Trainee Management
Accountant, Network
Rail

Szymon Szczepansk
Finance Analyst,
BT Group

Louise Taylor
Head of Commercial
Management,Cable &
Wireless Worldwide

Robert Swales
Retail Costs
& Trading Manager,
Marks & Spencer

John Green
Director,
AVS Co Ltd

Martyn Adlam
Finance Graduate,
Lloyds Banking
Group PLC

Matija
Sapundzieska
Business &
Marketing
Consultant,
MASA

Graham Webb
Managing Director,
Yorkshire Sales
and Marketing
Developments

Peta Matthews
Marketing &
Communications
Manager, Assurant
Intermediary
Ltd

Diane Cotton
Regional Manager,
Liverpool, Oxford
College of Marketing

David Atkinson
Strategy
and Market Analyst
AMEC Group

Rob Watson
Sales & Marketing
Manager, Towergate
Professional Risks

Mope Alo
Product Manager
Goldshield Group
PLC

Nigel Harper
Chartered Marketer
CIM

Philip Dyer
Executive Chairman,
NXO

Craig Torrie
Director, NXO

Victoria Winn
Marketing Manager,
TSYS

Vicky Greenhalgh
Director
PEM Ltd

Suzanne
Summerfield
MSC Marketing
Student

Patrick Brophy
MCIM
Chartered Marketer,
CIM
Robert Fearn
North West
Ambassador for
Technology, CIM

Jonathan Kerrigan
Finance Graduate
Network
Rail

Nina Littrell
Finance Graduate
Network
Rail

Natalie Stone
Finance Graduate
Network
Rail

Tom Rose
Finance Graduate
Network
Rail

Akshar Patel
Credit Manager,
Barclays Bank PLC

Ajay Sehijpal
Business Analyst,
Birmingham City
Council

Dougal Freeman
Finance Director,
Liverpool Associates
in Tropical Health

Andrew Randall
Owner & Marketing
Manager, Blue
Pepper Marketing

Joanna Orphanou
Key Account
Marketing
Manager,
Independent
Retail, Orange

Alan Sattenstall
Marketing
Consultant,
Chartered Institute
of Marketing

Bernie Emery
Sales and Marketing
Director, Nisai Group

Gill Cosser
North West
Membership
Ambassador, CIM

SECTORIAL EXPERTS
Anvita Jobanputra
Business Planning
Analyst, Network
Rail

Jane Neale
Director, JDN
Consultancy Ltd

Phil Barker
Senior Project
Accountant, BAE
Systems

David Stanford
CIMA Regional
President, North West
England & North Wales

Bina Kakad
Commercial Finance
Manager,
NHS

Alison Chew
Divisional Business
Accountant, Alder
Hey Children’s NHS
Karen Newbury
Chairman,
Membership Board
CIMA

Naomi Roycroft
Finance Graduate
Scheme, Network
Rail

Garry Thickett
Owner, Garry
Thickett ACMA

Lisa Fan
Company Director,
United Phoenix

Rachel Wightman

Project Accountant,
Alder Hey Children’s NHS

Clive Hart
Financial Controller for
Capgemini Consulting
UK

Dave Henshaw
Creative Manager
ACE Advertising,
Design & Marketing

Jadwiga
Brzask-Makiela
CIM Marketing
Student
John L Tooze
Proprietor,
JT Electrons

INDUSTRY AND
ACADEMIC EXPERTS

Cedric Charles
Capital Manager,
CIMA
Francesca Windsor
Chair of the Business
Group, CIMA
Rebecca Gooch
Senior Auditor,
Department for Work
and Pensions

Afsha Fiaz
Commercial Finance
Analyst, British
Airways World Cargo

Emma Cartwright
Contract Manager,
NHS

Bill Wignall
Financial Controller
Buzz Bet UK

Jo Jones
Finance Manager,
Badminton England

Sergeant
Andy Bolton
Vehicle Mechanic in
the Royal Electrical
& Mechanical
Engineers, Army

Lieutenant
James Tuhey
Engineering
Specialist,
Navy

Lieutenant John
Wyper
Marine Engineer
Officer, Navy

Sergeant
Sammy Lee
Communications
System specialist
in the Royal
Signals, Army

Sergeant
Stephen Oliver
Careers Advisor,
RAF Careers
Information
Service

Tracey Temple
Environmental
Science Lecturer,
Cranfield University

Dr Geoff Hooper
Lecturer,
Cranfield
University

Dr Julieanna
Powell-Turner
Lecturer,
Cranfield University

Laura Bloomfield
Marketing Manager
Cranfield Defence
and Security

Sergeant Steve
Wright
Careers Liaison
Officer, RAF

Ian Wilby
Corporate Manager
Barclays Bank plc

Iain Cant
Sculptor, Artist,
Designer, Iain Cant
Sculpture

David Moulton
Senior Lecturer
Liverpool Hope
University

Donna Harper
Senior Lecturer
Liverpool Hope
University

PRODUCT DESIGN EXPERTS: THE GLASGOW SCHOOL OF ART
Product Design at Glasgow School of Art focuses upon the role of the Designer as the creator of objects, services and experiences, emphasizing the
analytical, conceptual and research skills necessary for Designers who plan to work across a variety of companies, industries and national cultures.

Sergeant
Andy Holmes
Aerospace Systems Manager
Dr Gordon Hush
Head of Product Design

Anthony Kavanagh
Bachelor of Design

Ashley Johnson
Bachelor of Design

Ben Greenock
Bachelor of Design
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Benjamin Pawle
Bachelor of Design

Kenneth Smeed
Bachelor of Design

Matthew Lowell
Bachelor of Design

Toni MacKay
Bachelor of Design

Colour Sergeant Jim Carnegie
First Battalion Parachute Regiment

Corporal
Ben Borkowski
Personnel Support

Squadron Leader
Steve McFarland
Careers Liaison Manager

Corporal Johnson Beharry VC, First
Battalion Princess of Wales Royal Regiment

Sergeant
Ian McCourt
Careers Liaison Officer

Warrant Officer First Class
Kieran Fortune Household Calvary
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Regional and National Judging Panels:
The Drivers of Business and Industry
“What The LionHeart Challenge does very
successfully, without any direct financial aid from
Government, is to allow young people, from all social
backgrounds, to initially recognise Business as a
career opportunity, and then develop the skills
necessary to succeed as the Entrepreneurs and
Businessmen and women of the Future. For this The
LionHeart Challenge deserves our support and congratulations.”
Peter Mileham,
Past National President The British Chambers of Commerce

“The LionHeart Challenge is a fantastic and
unrivalled practical learning experience for Young
People. It gives them time with experienced Business
Coaches, Entrepreneurs and successful start up
Businesses, introducing Young People to the wonders
of creating and managing a Business. The Winners
will undoubtedly create the wealth and be the
Business Leaders of Tomorrow.”
Brian Kingham,
Founder & Chairman of Reliance Security Group Ltd.

THE NATIONAL JUDGING PANEL
The Royal York Hotel and Castle Howard, Monday 12th July 2010

Finance

LONDON, SOUTH EAST AND EASTERN REGIONAL FINAL JUDGING PANEL

Gulzari Babber
Vice President,
The Chartered
Institute of
Management
Accountants UK
Finance

Dave Rowsby
Director,
The Chartered
Institute of
Management
Accountants UK

Johnathan Potts
Group Business
Planning Manager,
Network Rail

Mocky Khan
Chartered
Marketer
Founder and
Partnerships Director
5ive Management Ltd

Philip Preston
Regional Director,
East of England
and Greater London
Chartered Institute
of Marketing

Kevin Lynn
Divisional Managing
Director for Corporate
Services,
Norland Managed
Services Ltd

Marketing

Marketing

Teamwork

Finance

Teamwork

George Glass
President, CIMA

Rod Hill
Past National
President, CIMA

Diane Earles
Chartered Marketer
Regional Director,
North of England

Liam Stacy
Managing Director
MAXON Ltd

Marketing

Finance

Product Design

Rachael Henderson
HR Director
Norland Managed
Services Ltd

Peter Mileham
Past President,
British Chambers of
Commerce

Concept

Teamwork

The Emirates Stadium, London, Monday 5th July 2010

Iain Cant
Sculptor, Artist,
Designer, Iain Cant
Sculpture

Tony Brearly
Area General
Manager, Norland

Product Design

Concept

Dr Gordon Hush
Head of Product
Design, Glasgow
School of Art

Fergus Read
Head of Exhibits and
Firearms,
Imperial War
Museum
Concept

Product Design

Wing Commander
Stu Williams
Wing Commander,
Royal Air Force

Lieutenant Colonel
Steve Richards
Chief of Staff, Naval
Regional Office,
Eastern England,
Royal Marines
Concept

Concept

EAST MIDLANDS, WEST MIDLANDS AND SOUTH WEST REGIONAL FINAL JUDGING PANEL

NORTH EAST AND YORKSHIRE REGIONAL FINAL JUDGING PANEL

The Ricoh Arena, Tuesday 6th July 2010

Leeds Metropolitan University, Ghandi Hall, Tuesday 29th June 2010

Adrian Rutter
CIMA President,
South West and
Wales Region,CIMA

Finance

Damon Hillan
CIMA President,
Birmingham CIMA
Branch

Finance

Darren James
(ACMA) Director,
Pricing EMEA

Derek S C Milward
Freelance and
Member of The
Chartered Institute
of Marketing
Marketing

Teamwork

Darren Smith
Business Unit
Director, Norland
Managed Services

Concept

Iain Cant
Sculptor, Artist,
Designer, Iain Cant
Sculpture

Captain Andy
Barnard
Regimental
Operations
Support
Officer, Army

Product Design

Concept

NORTH WEST REGIONAL FINAL JUDGING PANEL

Francesca Windsor
Chair of the
Business Group,
CIMA

Finance

Bob Beedham
Financial Director,
Rigby Taylor Ltd

Finance

Darrell Matthews
Regional Director
for the Institute
of Directors,
North West

Keith Cook
Senior Lecturer
Edge Hill University
Business
School

Concept

Teamwork
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Nick Jones
Account Director,
Critical Engineering
Services, Norland
Managed Services
Ltd
Teamwork

Paul Sykes
North East Regional
President. Director
(The Speaker's Friend)

Finance

Ann-Marie Ridley
Associate Dean,
Leeds Metropolitan
University

Marketing

Charlotte Britton
Chair of the Institute
of Directors, Young
Directors Forum,
Yorkshire and
Humber

Karen O’Rourke
Academic Developer,
Institute for
Enterprise

Concept

Teamwork

Iain Cant
Sculptor, Artist,
Designer, Iain Cant
Sculpture

Product Design

Lieutenant Colonel
Graham Whitmore
Joint Regional
Liaison Officer, Army

Lieutenant Colonel
Simon Pritchard
Commanding
Officer of
RMR Tyne,
Royal Marines

Concept

Concept

Devonshire House Hotel & Conference Centre, Liverpool, Friday 2nd July 2010

Paul Matthews
Development Manager,
University of Central
Lancashire

Marketing

Mike Dyble
Marketing
Consultant,
Nice Ideas
& Manchester
President, CIM
Marketing

John Mercer
Associate Director,
Edge Hill University
Business
School
Concept

Iain Cant
Sculptor, Artist,
Designer, Iain Cant
Sculpture

Dr Gordon Hush
Head of Product
Design, Glasgow
School of Art

Product Design

Product Design
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Major John Millar
Army Careers
Adviser, Army

Concept

Commodore SR
Baum
Naval Regional
Commander,
Northern England
and Isle of Man
Concept

THE LIONHEART CONTINUUM PROGRAMME

THE LIONHEART CONTINUUM PROGRAMME

Core

KEY STAGE 2: PRIMARY

FIRST MACRO
LIONHEART CHALLENGE:
HANDSWORTH WOOD
GIRLS’ SCHOOL
“A Highly Efficient
and Effective Programme
that Every School’ should
have the opportunity to subscribe
to. The Macro LionHeart Challenge
provides an Inspirational,
Challenging, and Enjoyable
Enterprise Learning Experience for
Post 16 Students.”
Dr. Stephen Nepaulsingh OBE
Head Teacher, Handsworth
Wood Girls’ School
Birmingham

“Very well
organised and run and the
Materials were of a high
standard. Impressed with the
whole Team, extremely pleased that
the day went well and the activities
engaged all students.
Well done!”
Mr. David Carroll
Head of Business Education
Handsworth Wood
Girls’ School
Birmingham

“This has been an
excellent opportunity for
our Students. Providing them
with skills that are outside their
normal horizons. The Teams had a
fun, informative day which instilled
in them Skills they will need in the
future. The experience was
invaluable!”
Ms. Prem Lata, School Governor,
Handsworth Wood
Girls’ School
Birmingham

Alumni

KEY STAGE 4: YEARS 9, 10 & 11

KEY STAGE 3: YEARS 7 & 8

Alumni

STUDENT

POST 16: YEARS 12 & 13

STUDENT

THE MACRO LIONHEART CHALLENGE

‘PROGRESSIVE ENTERPRISE’ CUSTOM DESIGNED FOR POST 16 STUDENTS
The Macro LionHeart Challenge is an inclusive
Programme for Post 16 Students i.e. Students
undertake an extensive range of Analytical Business
Tools and Techniques which nurture a whole host of
‘Enterprise’ and ‘Life’ skills required for the world of
work at an age when consideration and preparation for
Work and Further Study are of the upmost importance.
The Macro LionHeart Challenge builds and enhances
upon ‘Enterprise’ and ‘Life’ skills at this critical stage in the
school life cycle such as Team-Building, Problem-Solving,
Deadline Management, Communication Skills, Conflict
Management, Creative, Numerical, ICT and Presentation
Skills – all of which will be essential for entry to the world
of work.
Students use the knowledge gained from various
available research and information sources (including
Specialist Business Tutorials and ICT Resources) along
with the experience, drive and encouragement of our
LionHeart Business Coaches to complete The

Alumni

Challenge. This allows the students, in the space of 1
Day, to deliver the following:
A ‘Business Masterplan Proposal’ Comprising of:
• A Commercial Exposé of a Product Concept
• A Complete and Detailed Marketing Strategy, as well
as a creative and informative Marketing Advert
designed utilizing ICT
• A Complete and Detailed Financial Strategy
• A Virtual ICT Prototype (using leading edge Cinema
4D Design Software)
• Full Background Research, including information from
Market Intelligence Reports obtained via On-Line
Marketing Databases (featuring KEYNOTE Ltd)
• Individual Pupil and Team ‘Skills Analysis’- allowing
for Task Specialisation
From completion of the team’s MasterPlans and
Prototype Design, preparation begins for the Final Team
Powerpoint Presentations which take place in front of
their peers and The Macro LionHeart Judging Panel.

THE MACRO LIONHEART CHALLENGE
PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS TUTORIALS

LionHeart Materials
(Page 9: Product Synthesis)

With our Academic Involvement as high as ever, 2010
shall be a landmark year for us through the
introduction of The Alumni LionHeart! Our continued
alliance with many of the country’s top Universities,
including Leeds Metropolitan University, Liverpool
Hope University, Edge Hill University and The
University of Strathclyde, as well as from many others
this year, makes this one of our most exciting and
promising developments for the future!

Example:
Example: Macro LionHeart Virtual Prototype
School:
Theme:
New Media of the Future
School:
Greig City Academy
Concept: The product is a state of the art
computer, with a built in 3D Imaging Projector

In particular, The LionHeart Challenge has had the
great privilege of working closely with Liverpool Hope
University over the past 7 years in terms of hosting
LionHeart Programmes within the prestigious
University Campus; providing ‘hands-on’ leading
edge knowledge and expertise when Key Staff from
the
Business
School
have
participated
wholeheartedly as Key Members of LionHeart
Regional and National Judging Panels, and also in
providing Specialist Business and Sectoral Expertise
on our Expert Help Advisory Panels which are an
integral feature of all LionHeart Challenge
Programmes.

A Full Powerpoint Presentation accompanies the
Young Business People’s Verbal Exposé of their
Product Concept, Marketing and Financial plans.

At The Macro LionHeart Challenge, the Post 16 Student LionHeart Teams’ Group
Members distribute themselves into specialised task teams, allowing them to
truly experience the way in which a business’ daily activities would operate. At
The Macro LionHeart Challenge, a series of Professional Business Tutorials are
delivered in the subjects of Marketing, Finance and Design Technology to the
appropriate task team members, allowing Students to learn and develop a more
indepth and specialised knowledge in their area of interest. This also provides the
students with a comprehensive
overview of what is in store for
them during The Challenge,
helping to guide them and thus
allowing them to demonstrate
real flair in their area of interest.

At the 2008 National Finals, LionHeart was thrilled
when Dr. John Brinkman, participated as, and
experienced the role of, a LionHeart Judge while also
witnessing the National Finals ‘live in action’. John
was delighted by the standard of research and
intensive work undertaken by the Regional Finalist
Challenge Teams and as a result of this direct
experience, he foresaw a clear opportunity to extend
The LionHeart Challenge experience to embrace
Undergraduates studying at Liverpool Hope
University. After the Finals, LionHeart undertook a
Pilot Programme in preparation for the 1st Ever
Alumni LionHeart Challenge, with discussions
currently underway re: potential delivery of the
Programme to Undergraduates at Liverpool Hope
University.
The Launch of The Alumni LionHeart Challenge
during 2010 to the Student Sector, will mark a
significant extension of The LionHeart Challenge
Continuum Programme, and will develop in Young
Adults, a high level, tangible skillset and mindset, as
they step boldly onto the career ladder with
confidence and optimism!

LionHeart Materials
(Page 22: Marketing)
Evaluation Examples

The Teams have access to ICT from the Get Go
to allow for sound Marketing Research to
accompany all Aspects of their Business Plan

First Ever Champions of
The Macro LionHeart Challenge:
Handsworth Wood Girls School, Birmingham
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Alumni

NATIONAL LAUNCH OF THE ALUMNI
LIONHEART CHALLENGE: 2010

The Designated Product Designers for
each Team come together, for a tutorial
by Maxon to learn how to create a
virtual 4D Prototype of their Product
using Maxon’s Cinema 4D Software

LionHeart Materials
(Page 23: Finances)

THE ALUMNI
LIONHEART
CHALLENGE

“I am delighted and excited to be working in partnership with LionHeart
towards an Undergraduate Programme that I feel will be of immense
benefit to our Students at Liverpool Hope University. This development
arose following on from my Role as a National Judge at The LionHeart
Challenge 2008 National Finals, and I believe that the content and well
established processes of The LionHeart Challenge could provide real
value to Liverpool Hope University Students as we
enter an increasingly difficult period for all students
as they progress towards to the business world,
and what I hope will be rewarding careers."
Dr. John Brinkman
Dean of Business and Computer
Science, Liverpool Hope University

The Competing Macro Teams work
throughout the day to ensure their
Company shall be Champion!
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LIONHEART: THE OVERARCHING FIT WITH GOVERNMENT POLICY

LionHeart And The Fit With The National Curriculum – Skills Agenda

SKILLS FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP … WORK … LIFE !!
LEARN ABOUT WORK … THROUGH WORK … FOR WORK !!!

“PLTS have considerable impact on young people's ability to enter work and adult life as confident and capable individuals
who can make a positive contribution and together with the functional skills of English, Mathematics and ICT, are essential to
success in life, learning and work.’ (QCA)
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• engaging directly with abstract mathematical concepts •
dealing with implications of profits, losses, sources of
funds, etc • developing financial awareness and the ability
to manage money • engaging with realistic figures from the
initial pricing of a product right through to the marketing
budget • implementing cost effective solutions to marketing
to ensure products get to market and promote its USPs
whilst staying within budget • validating and interpreting
results • using data effectively and efficiently • drawing
conclusions on the information: costs, prices, etc • solving
increasingly complex financial equations
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TTThe LionHeart Challenge has helped me develop
so many skills. For example, we had to work to strict
deadlines throughout the challenge, so I am now
much better at managing my time and coursework
deadlines. Brainstorming ideas at the start of each
Challenge meant we had to work well as a team to

•

-

discuss which ideas would work, as well as splitting up the work we had
to do efficiently while playing to everyone’s strengths. We did encounter
problems along the way which meant we had to think about how to
solve these, and use our initiative to make everything come back
together. The Challenge has also helped improve my confidence as we
had to present our ideas to various experts so, for example, I had to
explain why our product was the best and, as I was in charge of finance,
how much the product would cost to produce and sell.
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undertaking group work and brainstorming communication
through effective language use • expressing oneself and
own identity • participating at presentation skills workshop
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mixed abilities • expressing your own point of view clearly
and persuasively to an unfamiliar audience • inputting
information onto the custom made “Team Pad” or flip chart
and project diary • filling in their project diary to provide
evidence of work being carried out as well as reference
point at any stage of the challenge • listening carefully to
guidance, advice and information provided by Business
Coaches, Judges and Business People • reading and
understanding instructions in the Project Diary and following
customized Flip Chart • researching information using
different resources • writing a report to judges • making a
business plan • using written and spoken language as a
communication skill as well as inputting information •
making oral presentations to a large audience • analyzing
ideas and information presented in terms of pros and cons
• evaluating customer’s needs in group discussions •

3 Sta
ge HE

LionHeart Fit with The National Curriculum - Skills Agenda

• each team has access to various technologies while
promoting skilled use of ICT and cutting edge Product
Design tools • undertaking tutorials on the use of
different ICT resources • designing a virtual mock up or
prototype of a product/service using leading edge
technologies provided by MAXON • using ICT resources
to find, select and bring together relevant information •
producing and presenting a Business Proposal on
PowerPoint presentation • exchanging information using
ICT • extracting/ sourcing information using ICT• working
with ICT industry specialists

PERSONAL

Page 19:

LIONHEART OUTCOMES: ICT

Sta

LionHeart Fit with The National Curriculum - PSHE/QCA
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Page 18:
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The LionHeart Challenge Continuum Programme has been shown to provide
a complementary fit to the key strategic aims of the existing Government
Agendas for Enterprise Education and Skills for Life. See exactly how
LionHeart dovetails with Strategic Governent Policy and Curricular Delivery in
the following charts:

LionHeart and the Fit with OFSTED
Requirements for Work Related Learning and Enterprise in Education
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“The LionHeart Challenge is just the
kind of Programme which my
Report for the Government saw as
central to the future development of
Enterprise Capability, in Schools and
Colleges in the United Kingdom...”

Life Skills For Life: The 3 Main Processes of a
Student’s LionHeart Challenge Learning Experience
ENTERPRISE CAPABILITY

• The Materials which we used within The LionHeart Challenge promoted team work as well as individual work. Each member of the team had to contribute to the overall
workings of the team and it was established early on by our business coach that all ideas and working must be inputted onto the custom made “Team Pad” or flip chart and the
information generated form this must also be submitted to the judges as a team effort, however, individually each of us must also submit (at the end of the day) our own workings
through filling out individual and personal Project Diaries which depicted our own role within the team to ensure a broad understanding of the business plan. Team working is
one of the key winning categories and an award is given to the team which best embraced this concept • Fully trained Business Coaches from a broad spectrum of business
backgrounds worked with each of our teams to introduce “real business pressures” and provide information, guidance and advice on business topics and essentially equipped
us with employability skills • During the Challenge we were encouraged to demonstrate a ‘can do’ attitude while facing tight deadlines and tough decision processes • Our
ambition was rewarded and commitment was recognised not only in terms of acceptance of our own team mates but also through the judging process. Evidence of this
ambition and commitment was demonstrated through the team presentations at the end of the day • The learning outcomes are portrayed throughout the booklet which
concisely sums up what each of us has undertaken at each point in the Challenge. These were constantly reinforced by our business coach • We were tasked not only come
up with a creative idea for a business idea to reflect the specialized theme of economic significance, which was done through a mixture of idea generation and team work, but
also to creatively investigate our customer in terms of their Top Ten Needs, features of the product or service and also how we planned to sell this product/service • We were
being challenged on our skills constantly throughout the day, for example, organisational skills to select roles within group as well as task allocation to each member and selection
of a team leader through en masse group agreement • During the process of Idea Generation we worked within teams of mixed ability and non-friendship groups. My group,
like many others, comprised of more than one cultural background and we all had different outlooks which generated discussion and open mindedness • In order to agree
anything we used a democratic voting system to avoid any arguments and to make sure we came up with only one business idea which we all supported. Each idea was treated
equally by the group which then strengthened our team’s relationship and we managed to get commitment from everyone in the team.

FINANCIAL CAPABILITY

• Financial Capability is the core of the Challenge and is addressed in detail in our own personal Project Diary where proper business models are introduced and used to explain
business concepts and using these brought about a very real element to the financial work which we undertook • We were judged on our financial understanding and therefore
we had to have a very clear and extensive understanding of the concept • Each team member had to show not only that we understood the ‘price’ but also the ‘cost’ of our
business idea i.e. what percentage of our price is material cost, labour cost, contribution, marketing cost etc. Once this was established our business coach then encouraged us
to move onto the bigger financial models • The implications of profit, loss and break even were explained in great detail by our business coach by using real life examples of
companies making a financial loss. In this respect the Business Coach developed our own basic financial awareness • Setting a realistic price which we believed using the correct
sales technique and marketing would allow us initially to break even and then make a profit from then on • At the Heats and Finals we also worked with members of CIMA and
other big financial organisations to explore and make more relevant these learned concepts which we initially encountered at our workshop • Exploration and realistic investigation
into the effective production of products/service, meant that we were able to correctly identify and justify a cost efficient way to produce our product/service • Having used these
real models to explain and understand the finances of our business idea I have discovered that I can apply these techniques to my own life. The advantage of this is that the
information provided is universally relevant and the knowledge gained is applicable to all students not just those that are good at maths • By approaching the finance section as
a business model then we saw maths in a less abstract format which I felt was more relevant and engaging to me • The Profit and Loss account introduced the concept that there
is a failure point and that businesses and also people need to be able to recognise this and work towards making a profit in order not to fail or get into “debt”.

BUSINESS & ECONOMIC UNDERSTANDING

• We had to think about and demonstrate a real understanding of the economic make up of our business and the factors affecting this e.g. place, planet, price, etc. • I worked
with real business tools and employed real business techniques i.e. market segmentation, swot analysis, competitor analysis, balance sheets, profit and loss accounts
throughout the challenge to analyse our team’s product • My team gained a clear understanding of what the market place is and also who our competitors were and recognition
of how we fit in with these competitors • We undertook in depth exploration and selection of the features of our business idea using assessment criteria such as the “Needs
Wheel” as an analytical business tool • Recognition of key features of product or service through group exploration and discussion to establish “UNIQUE SELLING POINTS”
(USPs) was required, followed by group decision on how to showcase these USPs to generate increased sales. This relied upon each team member contributing their opinions
on the importance of these Key Features which continued the theme of open mindedness • The marketing plan (section 3 of the project diary) also involved us being creative
not only with our identified USPs but also our route to market e.g. ‘How do we tell our target customer about the product whilst staying within the budget that we have set.’ •
We explored the effect which our business idea would have on the environment and on the planet through use of materials or location of production and/or selling place which
introduced difference of opinion but also a need for basic understanding and respect for evidence e.g. pollution, cheap labour and possible exploitation to provide cheap materials
to produce the product/service • Evaluating and eliminating ideas put forward by every team member is done through comparing and contrasting them in team discussion •
Acknowledgement of drawbacks of the product or service as well as promotion of “pros” • As the teams got up to present their ideas or “pitch” them to the Judges, the
Business Coaches encourage the presenters to adopt inventive and effective selling techniques that would help them to stand out from the crowd • During the Finals we have
access to Key Note and to CIM resources to explore our identified market place and to look at in depth studies of the competition which we would be up against. This will help
us to identify opportunities within the market place • We had to correctly identify a clear marketing strategy in order to sell our product by doing so we employed real marketing
techniques and developed a very astute product knowledge. In so doing we recognised what was unique about the product which we propose to put into the marketplace • True
recognition of the impact that our product/service will have on the environment and other government agenda “hot topics” was called upon and this involved a very honest
approach on which we had to look at both the pros and cons of our business idea.

Question: Do you feel that The LionHeart Challenge has helped in a
practical way to develop Pupils ‘ENTERPRISE SKILLS’?

Question: Do you feel that The Challenge has helped develop
Pupils’ ‘ENTERPRISE KNOWLEDGE and UNDERSTANDING’?

Question: Do you feel that The LionHeart Challenge has helped to
develop Pupils’ ‘KEY ENTERPRISE ATTRIBUTES’?

(If YES, Please tick any box highlighting skills you
feel Pupils have used today)

(If YES, Please tick any box highlighting skills you
feel Pupils have used today)

(If YES, Please tick any box highlighting skills you
feel Pupils have used today)

Sir Howard Davies MBE,
Director of the London School of
Economics and Political Science

Teachers Appraisal of LionHeart’s Fit with OFSTED
During our Comprehensive Evaluation Process, we asked EVERY
teacher that participated in the LionHeart Continuum Challenge in the
2008/09 Academic Year whether they felt, in their view, that The
LionHeart Challenge Continuum Programme helped in a
practical way to develop Pupils ‘ENTERPRISE SKILLS’, ‘KEY
ENTERPRISE ATTRIBUTES’ and ‘ENTERPRISE KNOWLEDGE and
UNDERSTANDING’, with the results showing an overwhelming
endorsement of The Challenge’s ability in doing so, with scores
totalling 100% of those asked.
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Teachers Appraisal of
LionHeart’s Fit with Key
Government Strategies
During our Evaluation Process, we also
asked EVERY teacher that participated in The
LionHeart Continuum Challenge in the
2008/09 Academic Year whether they felt, in
their view, that The LionHeart Challenge
Continuum Programme addressed the
current EDUCATION & KEY CURRICULAR
AGENDAs, and their response couldn’t
have been any more positive with 100%
answering ‘YES’!

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS:
‘Accreditation’ For Pupils participating in:
The LionHeart Challenge Continuum Programme

LionHeart is continually and proactively working to ensure that we deliver maximum value and benefits to Schools on all
fronts, and in particular we are committed to exploring how Pupils participating in The LionHeart Challenge Continuum
Programme can gain independent accreditation as they progress their learning achievements across a range key business
and enterprise disciplines.
Since the learning undertaken through direct, hands-on experience of the Programme can be set out and measured across
a range of core competencies and standards, we at LionHeart are determined to ensure that Pupils’ achievements gain real,
tangible recognition which can then be used to secure for them formal and valuable qualifications. The Qualifications and
Credit Framework (QCF) is a qualifications system in which learners may build up their qualifications in a staged process i.e.
the qualifications within the QCF are made up of units, which may be attained and then further augmented as an individual’s
learning moves through their education, onto future study, and developing further still, onto their chosen career path.
At LionHeart, we are currently exploring a range of options for external, independent validation and accreditation of Pupils
achievements and experiences whilst undertaking The LionHeart Challenge Continuum Programme, which could interface
with the QCF, enabling Pupils to achieve qualifications which clearly evidence the skills and competencies they have
developed through their participation and achievements on the Programme, and which can be further honed, transported
and transferred to their advantage as their career develops and evolves.
To progress this key objective, we are currently seeking the professional input and expertise of SFEDI (Small Firms
Enterprise Development Initiative), the Government’s UK Standards Setting Body for Business Support and Business
Enterprise, whose main role is to develop National Occupational Standards and Entrepreneurship Guidelines. SFEDI is
dedicated to bringing enterprise know-how to enterprising people, by not only recognising, supporting and rewarding the
Entrepreneurs of today and also those for tomorrow: a common value that we at LionHeart strongly share, believing that
by the time ALL Pupils leave full time education they should be erudite in the essential skills, attitudes, tools and techniques
required for successful Business Start-Up and a career in Business.
Thus, it is with determination and optimism, that we approach the 2010/11 Academic Session firmly focused on achieving an
independent accredited access route which clearly validates and acknowledges the achievements of the many thousands of
committed, talented and skilled young people participating on The LionHeart Challenge Continuum Programme.

These same teachers were then also asked
to comment on whether they felt The
LionHeart Challenge addressed Specific
Government Agendas such as Every Child
Matters; Economic and Financial Capability;
Personal Learning Thinking Skills and
Functional Skills (statutory) with the results
shown below…

...continued from page 8

Inclusive Enterprise for ALL Sunderland Pupils:

Designed to Stimulate and Nurture a Wealth of Local Entrepreneurialism for Sunderland

‘My City My Future’
Sunderland’s Rationale and Strategy for Creating a
Culture of Entrepreneurship in its Young People: A Case Study
A vibrant and robust business start-up rate is the life-blood of the economy, and in partnership with the citizens
of Sunderland, a dynamic and proactive strategy is to be implemented funded by Working Neighbourhoods Fund
(WNF) Enterprise in Education Strand, aimed at engendering that very spirit of Entrepreneurship within all its
Young People, so that they view Self-Employment and Business Start-up as a positive, accessible and achievable
career choice. To successfully deliver this strategy, Sunderland has identified a number of highly relevant issues
which must be addressed: 1. The need to stimulate interest and understanding of entrepreneurship amongst
School and College Students. 2. The need to have a support mechanism for those who wish to go straight from
School into Business or Self-Employment. 3. The need for provision of appropriate careers advice which shows
entrepreneurship as a viable future option, and the consequences of this. 4. The need to enhance the elements
related to enterprise in the new diplomas.

LionHeart FIT with Sunderland’s
Strategy for Enterprise in Education:

Thus, as a key part of the Action Plan for Sunderland in its vision and drive to stimulate an entrepreneurial culture in its
young people, The LionHeart Challenge Continuum Programme will be introduced during the 2010/11 Academic Session
providing the opportunity for every Year 10 Pupil from Sunderland’s 17 Secondary Schools to participate directly in the
Programme. This will expose many of these Young People for the first time ever, to the world of Business and in particular
will coach them directly in the skills-set, practical knowledge, business tools, and most importantly, the self confidence
needed to equip them to become the Future Entrepreneurs of Sunderland.
Coaching on the Core Elements of Business & Entrepreneurship
Central to the LionHeart experience, Pupils will have direct access to top quality enterprise materials which will
demonstrate to them the range of technical requirements required for business start-up, and additionally their experience
is hands-on, delivered via the Team of professional LionHeart Business Coaches from the world of business, who will task
them through the Business Start-Up Model, mentoring them in vast array of risk inspired, demand driven scenarios faced
by all Entrepreneurs as they reach out for success - a main reason in it being specifically chosen by Sunderland to help
create and nurture within the Area’s Young People, a real passion and mindset for Business and Entrepreneurship.
Ethos of Total Inclusion
Furthermore, as LionHeart extends this opportunity to reach entire year group cohorts, this ethos of total inclusion will
ensure that every single Year 10 Sunderland Pupil, regardless of background and perceived ability, will be given the same
opportunity and entrepreneurial standing as the next – in short Sunderland is proclaiming that in terms of igniting the spirit
of Entrepreneurship - Every Child Matters.
Monitoring & Evaluation
Moreover, not only does LionHeart provide Pupils with a practical and authentic Business Model for Enterprise Learning,
but also through the nature of its delivery the Programme can also provide a framework and mechanism for effective
tracking and monitoring of Pupils development through an established and comprehensive Evaluation Process: an area
highlighted as a major requirement in Sunderland’s Strategic Approach. In this process, the development of a range of
key enterprise measurement criteria are recorded, and these are further reflected over a range of key curricular agendas
(please see pages 18-22 for further details), assisting in the provision of baseline feedback. If such evaluation and
monitoring is continued and recorded over time, this will serve to provide longer term tracking data to a high level, where
the experiences of every participating Pupil, Teacher and Business Professional may be analysed and assessed.
With our stated Mission: Our Business is: Making Young Business People, LionHeart relishes the opportunity to work
in alliance with Sunderland, assisting them to create, embed and track an emerging and vibrant entrepreneurial youth
culture, which will be the catalyst for an array of career, business and economic opportunities for the region, its people
and its future!

LionHeart and the Fit with the
Business, Administration and Finance (BAF) Diploma:

LionHeart’s fit with the Business, Administration and Finance Diploma shall also be available to view in schematic form
from the start of the Academic Year 2010/11 (on our website www.fla.uk.com). This will show LionHeart’s fit with all
major Diploma outputs including: coverage and development of Generic Learning (constituting the Personal Learning
and Thinking Skills, Functional Skills, Skills to aid in Work Experience and Tackling a Specific Project), Principal Learning,
Additional & Specialist Learning, as well as Experiential Learning, Planning and Review Aspects of the BAF Diploma.
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CASE STUDY: A FRAMEWORK FOR THE CURRICULUM

“INCLUSION” AND “CONTINUUM”: DELIVERY OF
THE LIONHEART CONTINUUM PROGRAMME TO EVERY PUPIL AND YEAR GROUP
to do!’ and then it might be a reality in the future, so it is relevant,
it isn’t just a fun day, it is a very different day, where you have to
work very fast and listen because you are going to learn an awful
lot, and it doesn’t really matter the level of ability of the child, all
Pupils get something out of it. I chose The LionHeart Challenge
because I feel it allows Pupils to experience a strong pattern of
progression and to understand the real foundation and thinking
behind enterprise and business.

Last Year we introduced Maureen Araghba, and the wonderful
work Greig City Academy are doing in relation to Enterprise, which
included Maureen choosing to implement the entire LionHeart
Continuum Suite of Programmes as a core enterprise delivery
mechanism for all Students at Greig City Academy i.e:
THE LIONHEART CONTINUUM PROGRAMME
Core

KEY STAGE 3: YEARS 7 & 8

KEY STAGE 4: YEARS 9, 10 & 11

I started all this off at Greig City in 2006,
and if I hadn’t seen the real tangible
benefits to the Students for myself, I
wouldn’t have introduced it, and I
certainly wouldn’t have expanded it,
moving on and adding Years 7, 8, 9, 10
and 12 – it just wouldn’t have happened,
if I hadn’t felt that the quality was tip top.
This is about quality’ and ‘content’ and
what’s in it for the development of our
Pupils – simple as that.

POST 16: YEARS 12 & 13

Since this time last year, OFSTED have visited Greig City Academy
to undertake a subject inspection on Business Education. The
Inspection Report, which was published on the OFSTED
website, judged business education at the Greig City to be
‘outstanding’, praising Greig City Business teachers for their
excellent subject knowledge, wide variety of teaching styles and
innovative use of information technology, as well as the provision
of progressive learning activities from Year 7 to the Sixth Form
students.

‘The overall effectiveness of Business
Education, including the development
of students’ economic and business
understanding and financial capability
was judged to be outstanding.’
Ofsted, November 2009

Added to that is the fact that the Pupils always respond to it, and
are eager to take part and learn. For those reasons, I believe that
LionHeart is integral to supporting delivery of the curriculum at
Greig City Academy and on that basis alone, we will continue to
do it.”
Mrs. Maureen Arhagba
Head of Faculty Business, Social and Vocational Education
Greig City Academy, Borough of Haringey, London

This is an extremely special mark of the School’s and Maureen’s
Department’s dedication to Enterprise Education when only
approximately 10% of subject inspections nationally are graded as
outstanding by OFSTED, and only 3% of business education
subject inspections have been graded as outstanding.
School Background:
Greig City Academy, is a Church of England Academy which was
opened in 2002, and is located in the Borough of Haringey, North
London. Its intake is very diverse, and spans the age ranges of 11
to 19 years. The Academy has a specialism in Technology including
Information and Communication Technology, gaining Investors In
People status in 2008. Ofsted visited the Academy, undertaking
an Inspection, describing its Principal, Paul Sutton as
“inspirational”, and having built “a strong, dedicated Team of Staff
who share the vision to raise Students’ achievement, self esteem
and aspirations”.
Maureen Arhagba is a Key Member of Paul Sutton’s Team, and is
responsible for ‘Career, Work Related Learning and Enterprise
11-19 Curriculum’ at the Academy. Her dedication to the role and
her belief in its value in terms of the development and enrichment
of Pupils in this vital aspect of education through truly effective
delivery, is absolute and uncompromising. Maureen first attended
a LionHeart Information Session in London in the summer of
2006, and following this she took the decision to implement The
LionHeart Challenge Continuum Programme at Greig City
Academy as a core enterprise programme for all Key Stage 4
Students. Following delivery of the first LionHeart Challenge at
Greig City Academy, and its impact on Pupils, Maureen chose to
implement the entire LionHeart Continuum Suite of Programmes.
“The LionHeart Challenge is very demanding, and truly simulates
the kind of processes that go on in the world of work, in a
business or organisation where you get given a brief and your
Client is expecting you to produce an outcome to meet their
needs at a set time that day, and when the Pupils are in their
teams they have to work towards going through all of the steps
and stages you have in a business to convince their Client that
what they have come up with is worthy and will yield value and
benefit, be profitable and will function, and have sustainability, so
definitely the content of LionHeart is both ‘entrepreneurial’ and
also ‘integral’ to the demands of the Workplace. Sometimes
you do get some of the Pupils coming up to you and seriously
saying ‘I want to set up my own business, I know what I’m going

Maureen Arhagba
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A Special Thank You To Our Sponsors...
NATIONAL SPONSOR: THE CHARTERED INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANTS

George Glass
President, Chartered
Institute of Management
Accountants
“We are very proud to continue as the National
Sponsor
of
the
LionHeart
Challenge
Programme. This enterprise competition for
Year 10 students is an excellent introduction to
the world of business, and shows how
strategic thinking is a necessary part of a
successful business. The programme is a great
first step for our future business leaders and
entrepreneurs of tomorrow and gives an
excellent grounding in the key skills required
to succeed in the world of business.”

Ian Entwisle
Chief Executive, Norland
Managed Services Ltd
"The LionHeart Challenge
Programme
gives
young
people an opportunity to become enthusiastic
about business and acts as inspiration for our
future Business Leaders. Our Managers have

Liam Stacy
Managing Director
MAXON Computer Ltd
"The Regional Heats are very exciting for us
because we are watching young people who
for the most part have never touched a 3D
software tool before. Within the space of a few
hours the students are bringing their products
to life by creating virtual prototypes of them
using our CINEMA 4D software. This is
phenomenal in the time the students have
available, especially when you consider that
CINEMA 4D is used by professional designers

CIMA, the Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants, is the world’s largest and leading
professional body of management accountants
with 172,000 members and students in 165
countries. CIMA offers the most relevant finance
qualification for business. Chartered Management
Accountants are financially qualified business
leaders. They operate in all areas of organisations,
in both the private and public sectors. They drive
success and create value by applying leading edge
techniques with a commercial and forward looking
focus. Most accountancy qualifications train
people for private practice, working on external
audit and tax issues. CIMA is different. CIMA
prepares people for a career in business. It
teaches skills for strategic advice, managing risk
and making key decisions. With its emphasis on
strategic business skills, a CIMA qualification
widens career options, both within and outside
financial management, with a global reach.

CIMA-trained people work in industry, commerce,
consultancy, banking, not-for-profit and public
sector organisations. Many CIMA students have
gone on to work in prestigious, high paying roles.
ENTRY TO THE QUALIFICATION
The CIMA Qualification can be entered at any
stage in your career, either after School or College
or after University. All you need is to want to
succeed in business and have reached a good
standard in Mathematics and English before you
commence. If you are considering entering the
work force straight after school or college, you can
enter via the CIMA Certificate in Business
Accounting which is a recognised qualification in its
own right, or it can be a stepping stone to the
CIMA Professional Qualification. Should you
decide to go on to Higher Education, you can enter
the CIMA Qualification after studying at university
and may gain exemptions. To find out more about
CIMA, visit our website at www.cimaglobal.com

provided coaching and support to local young
people and have also undertaken the role of
judges at the Regional and National LionHeart
Finals. Norland is proud to be a supporter of the
LionHeart Challenge."
Norland Managed Services Ltd is a leading
provider of facilities maintenance and support
services in the built environment, working in
partnership with some of the UK's best known
companies. We have offices throughout the UK and
Ireland and our current turnover is approximately

£190m per annum. With three divisions and a
national regional office network, we are designed to
ensure we can truly meet our customers' needs whatever and wherever they are. Our client-centric
approach has led to one of the highest customer
retention rates in the industry - 97%. Our dedication
to creating a challenging and rewarding working
environment for our people, focus on health and
safety as a number one priority and a flat, accessible
management structure also makes us an employer
of choice. www.norlandmanagedservices.co.uk

to create realistic images of products for
leading companies such as Black & Decker,
Bosch, Cadbury, Canon, Nestlé, Nike, Philips,
Sony and many more. Particularly impressive is
the sheer confidence of the students when
they present their Products to The Panel of
Judges. The quality of work a Team creates
within the space of a few hours is so inspiring
- including financial planning, market research,
and planning for a slick presentation using
their product prototype created in CINEMA 4D
as a key part of their presentation."

Knight, Spider-Man 3, Superman Returns, The
Golden Compass, all three Pirates of the Caribbean
films, Doctor Who, BBC, ITV, Sky, Black&Decker,
BMW, Bosch, Braun, European Space Agency,
Ford, Siemens, Vitra, Volkswagen and many more.

MAXON (www.maxon.net) is a leading developer
of 3D software. Its award-winning products are
used extensively in the film, television, science,
architecture, engineering and other industries.
MAXON products have been used in The Dark
cease to amaze us with their understanding and
enthusiasm and we are confident that the
marketing of tomorrow will be in safe hands.”

CINEMA 4D For Education
Easy to teach and easy to learn, CINEMA 4D is
regarded as the easiest to use professional 3D
application. CINEMA 4D is used in a wide variety of
industries, keeping options open for students to
pursue the career that interests them the most.
Special educational pricing is available to
establishments, teachers and students. A free
evaluation DVD containing a 42-day trial version,
tutorials, case studies, reviews and artwork from
many
industries
can
be
requested
at
www.cinema4d.co.uk/demo.
practitioners, enabling them to deliver exceptional
results for their organisations.

“The Chartered Institute of Marketing is
delighted to be helping LionHeart again this year.
It is always a pleasure to work with the students
and get them excited about marketing by
bringing it to life in this unique way. They never

The Chartered Institute of Marketing (CIM) is
the world's largest professional marketing body.
Defining the marketing standards that operate in
the UK and championing best practice globally,
CIM is the voice of marketing with influence felt at
the highest levels in industry and government on a
national and international level.
The Institute exists to develop the marketing
profession, and improve the skills of marketing

CIM works with organisations who want to
improve their marketing: providing professional
marketing training, qualifications, events and
support and also works with individuals who want
to develop their career in marketing: providing
professional marketing training, qualifications,
events and support, so that they can be better at
marketing, which means they can move up the
career ladder. Find out more about a career in
marketing at www.getin2marketing.com

Val Shergill
Corporate
Account
Manager,
Key Note Ltd
“The LionHeart Challenge
is a unique and fantastic
opportunity for young people

to gain a practical insight in to the world of
Business. Working with Industry experts and
coaches inspires the pupils, whilst making
them aware of the Key skills required to
succeed in the working world. It is truly an
honour to support such a programme and to
contribute to the future success of these young
people.”

Key Note Ltd is a well established Business
Information provider. Our database lists over 2,500
titles, spanning 30 industry sectors. Our publications
are used by thousands of professionals and
academics each day and is trusted by organisations
both large and small for business planning, product,
development, sales and marketing, academic and
government reference. www.keynote.co.uk

Diane Earles
Regional Director North of
England, The Chartered
Institute of Marketing
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